
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It is ______________ to note that Svabo, like his contemporary Bishop
Percy, thought it necessary to apologise in his preface for making the
collection, and humbly claims for it an interest merely antiquarian.

1.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

The term of copyright is longer in most countries than in the
______________ States, ranging from the life of the author and seven years
beyond, in England, to a life term and fifty years additional in France and
Russia.

2.

(united/uniting)

United

As all began to count aloud at the same moment, it is not ______________
that several different results were announced.
3.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

It is ______________ to note just what poets were introduced to the
American public by means of the magazines.
4.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

Tin is about the only metal of industrial value whose ores are not found in
paying quantities in the ______________ States.
5.

(united/uniting)United

He was ______________ to find that it had not prevented the people of
Boston from seeing the eclipse.
6.

(surprised/surprising)
surprised

The afternoons he spent supervising the erection of the mills, and the
construction of new machinery, and in exploring the mountain sides in search
of mineral wealth, of which he was ______________ to find abundant
promise that was afterwards realised beyond his expectations.

7.

(delighted/delighting)

delighted

But with these few and remarkable exceptions, moral courage is almost
prostrate in the ______________ States.
8.

(united/uniting)United

In the ______________ year, when Hamburg had the new filtered supply, it
enjoyed equal immunity, save for a short period when, as we have said, raw
Elbe water accidentally entered the mains.

9.

(followed/following)

following
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It was a large- ______________ navigation map that included the eastern
shores of the two American continents and the western shores of the
European and African continents.

10.

(sized/sizing)

sized

The singers were presented to her individually, dark- ______________
and smiling young Italians of the people, who knew no language but their own
Florentine and spoke to Aurora in that, not expecting to be understood or to
understand, except through smiles.

11.

(eyed/eyeing)

eyed

In the ______________ year, Strakosch considered the time had arrived
for her to appear in Europe.
12.

(followed/following)
following

Moreover, it is ______________ to note that the only provision of the
Constitution which was held up and debated in Congress was the very one
which was generally accepted by the people of the Territory without comment.

13.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

He was ______________ to find how mechanical and transitory were the
glances he encountered.
14.

(surprised/surprising)
surprised

But very early in the ______________ year, before the collapse was
decided, Lockhart and his family moved to London, on his appointment as
editor of the Quarterly, in succession to Gifford.

15.

(followed/following)

following

But the old chief was so much ______________ with his coolness and
daring, that he was resolved to give the lad a real share in the activities of the
tribe.

16.

(pleased/pleasing)

pleased

In the ______________ year, he took service under an English syndicate,
to make a further attempt to find a North-West Passage to the Indies.
17.

(followed/following)

following

He looked as much ______________ as I was.18. (surprised/surprising)surprised

It is ______________ to note that Chaym on the occasion of his only visit
to the horse, immediately received a number of correct responses.
19.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

No one had been in the room where she had left it but Mary, and it is not
______________ that suspicion fell upon the humble flower-girl.
20.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising
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